
IL The Formation of Words.

A. IN GENERAL.

I. Simple Stems.

Most word-stems are monosyllabic, consisting of one consonant, simple or com-

pound, and one vowel or diphthong. The simple stems are in many cases not dis-

tinguished by their form; e. g. wo, honeys thou, to beget; mo, rice, to wrap round,

tvell done! yeg, ship, we, to nurse.

2. Stems enlarged by Affixes.

a) by the Prefixes a, £, e, o, o; m, n, g; & am, an, ag, a combination of the

preceding vocalic and nasal forms. On the functions of these prefixes, see below,

B. 1, & III. l.b.

h) by Suffixes (causing in many cases a change of meaning); (1) by adding a

vowel. E. g. bu, to bend; bua, to cover; bu6, to uncover; pa, to strike, pa6, id.;

si, to stand; si6, to place; bea, place; bea6, id.; hk, to come; ba6, the coming; tu,

to brush, tui, a brush; d5, to love, ado6, loving-kindness; — afu, afuo, &iuw,farm;

esie, esiw, ant-hill; te, t6w, to tear. — (2) by adding a (syllabic) consonantal suffix.

E. g. ma, in adwiiraa, work; mfrfima, wind; — q: t5, to buy ; t5r), to sell. —
Further: ba, ni, fo, nom; cf. 'Noun', a & &, p. XXIII seq.

c) by infixing r (or n, when the vowel is nasal). E, g. wa, ware, to be long;

kye, kyere, to last; ko, koro» one; pa, to take off superficialhj, pra, para, to sweep;

ba, to come, bra, bara, to come (i. e. be born) again into this world; b4, to come,

Imper. bera; k5, to go, Pret. k56, Ak, : kdr6. — ess, a small pillar, 6s^r^, the

thigh. — The vowel after 'r' is often to be considered as the original, and that

before *r^ only as an auxiliary vowel, when the latter is very short. Gr. § 22,

3. Reduplicated Stems.

a) Repetition of the whole stem:

pa, papa fe, fefe p6, popo

tia, tiatia si6, si^sie tee, teethe. .
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h) Repetition with phonetic changes:
di, d6da pa, popd pa6, paap&e
diiru, duduru horo, hohoro s6re, sos6re, — Gr. § 29.

B. SOME CLASSES OF WORDS.

1. The Noun.

Many nouns are monosyllables; but the majority are disyllables and polysyl-

lables, including a good number of reduplicated forms. Of many nouns the deri-

vation is unknown.

I. Most Tshi nouns have one of the prefixes stated above (IL A. 2). D, o

chiefly denotes a) living beings: obarima, a man; onua, brother; osebo, leopard;

opete, vulture; h) seldom things: obo, stone; osu, rain; c) abstract ideas: ok6m,

hunger; ohia, poverty. — a, a indicates a) living beings: akoa, slave; agya,

father; akura, mouse; b) inanimate things and parts of the body: akyene, drum;

aso, ear; c) abstract ideas: aboro, injury. — The nasal prefix m is found in nouns

denoting a) materials: qky^ne, salt; nsu, water; i)r)6, oil; b) single things viewed

collectively: mfote, termite{s)\ qhwi, hair; c) things consisting of several parts:

nsa, the hand; nsania, a pair oi scales; d) abstract ideas: nsew, curse; ntam, oath.

— e, e, indicating no decided class, appears before simple stems: £se, tooth; eko,

buffalo; edig, name. — am, a variety of *a', occurs in a few words: ampai}',

apan6, a bat; antweri, (F. etwer), a ladder\

Of the prefixes, a, a, a, o & m are largely used in forming (1) nouns fr.

verbs; e. g. asaw, a dance, fr. saw, to dance; oko, fight, fr. ko; mp^m, an alliance,

fr. pam; una (F. nda), sleep, fr. da; antweri, ladder, fr. tw6ri. — a, a, a, o in

forming (2) substantives from adjectives; e.g. k6tewa, small: ak^tewa, a little person

;

kese, great: ok£s6, greatness; a great man. — o, o in forming (3) personal names;

e.g. osikani, a rich man, fr. sika, gold; oguadini, a trader, fr. di gua, to trade.

The feminine birth-names A'fiia &c. have an a prefix. ~- a, a & m in forming (4)

the plural of nouns.

Rem. The prefixes vary in different dialects; e. g. odag, house, in a F. dia-

lect: edan. — r, e ^> d, o are usually dropped when preceded by a word ending

in a vowel narrower than themselves. — The pronouns me, ne (in the poss. case)

always drop their vowel before a noun with the pref. a; e. g. m'ani, n'aso; whereas

rao & wo are written in full; e. g. mo anim, your face (m'anim, my /.), wo ano.

(ir. § 35.

II. In the formation of nouns Suffixes also are employed, a) the palatal

suffix e or i (with or without prefixes) forms nouns fr. verbs; e. g. oprae, a broom,

fr, pra, to sweep; tui, a brush, fr. tu, to brush; mfrafrae, mixture, fr. fra, to mix,

adidii, 'eating-place , fr. didi, to eat. — b) ba (=oba, child), often changed into

wa, ma or aa, forms diminutives; e. g. aboawa, aboaa, a small animal, fr, aboa,

animal. (It denotes also female gender). — c) ni, person, forms personal nouns;

e. g. ohiani, a poor man, fr. ohia, poverty. — d) fo, person(s\ forms personal

nouns; e. g. otamfo, enemy, fr. tag, to hate. — e) nom, party of men, is used to

form the plural of personal nouns. — p. XXlII seq.: III. 1. b. Gr. § 36-38.

III. Of the great variety of compounds may be mentioned those consisting

a) of a noun with an adjective or a noun in apposition: ade-b6n6, 'bad thing*, i. e.

an evil; oba-hiihuni, a worthless fellotv.
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b) of a noun with an attributive noun in the possessive before it: ahem-fi, 'the king's

house*, palace; atu-boa, 'flying animal\ bird, bat, fr. tu, to fly & aboa, animal,

c) of a verbal noun and its subject: ani-wu, 'eye-dying*, shame; adesa^, evening^

night, fr. ad6 sa, Hhings come to an end\

<Z) of a verbal noun and its object: dwon-to, singing, fr. to dwom, to sing,

e) of two verbal nouns: s5-hw£, examination, temptation.

/) of a sentence (in whicb the subject or another member is wanting) contracted to

a noun : a-gko-nam, 'who walks alone', a lone traveller ; n-to-dii, '(things) bought

(and) eaten*, expenses; o-bo-adee, 'who creates things', creator; a-hun-ani-agkA-

nsa, *(it) lets the ey^- see {so, what is in a house, but) the hand not reach', i. e.

lattice-window, Venetian-blind, jalousie, Gr, § 39.

2. The A<yective.

Adjectives have the character of nouns; prefixes, however, are not frequently

used, and only few adjectives take a special form for the plural. Certain adjec-

tives occur only in one form, viz. either simple or reduplicated. Some are simple

or reduplicated nouns, e.g. n86, ash-coloured (lit. *ashes'); abo-abo, stony (lit. *stones-

stones*); others, formed from verbs by adding the palatal suffix, are compounded

with nouns ; as du-wui (= dua a ewui) a dead tree. Gr, § 67 ff.

3. The Verb.

The verb denotes an action: goru, to play; a condition: gyina, to stand; a

quality: so, to be large. — Many verbs may be used either transitively or intransi-

tively. — About half of the Tshi verbs are monosyllabic; the majority of the re-

mainder disyllabic, some polysyllabic.

Most verbs may be reduplicated, whereby the monosyllables become disyllabic,

the disyllables tetrasyllabic or trisyllabic; a few of the trisyllables obtain 5 syl-

lables, as patipatiriw, or (losing a final syllable), 4 syllables, as tafotafo (fr. tiforo).

By repeated reduplication fa & bare become fofafofa, bobabobare. Of several verbs

the simple form no longer exists. There are also verbs which appear as compounded

of two monosyllables (e. g. hata, watiriw), but whose components do not exist se-

parately. The reduplicated forms may denote:

a) plurality or repetition of action; or plurality of either subject or object; as b6,

to strike: bob6, to strike often or repeatedly; wil, to die (one or several per-

sons): wuwii, to die in numbers; bii, to bend, break: bubii, to break many things;

to bend or break a thing in many places.

b) Sometimes the simple form is trans., whereas the red. form is intr.; a.g. di (akutii),

to eat (an orange); didi, to eat, be at meal.

c) Frequently the original meaning is altered ; as hwi, to look : hwehw£, to search for.

Conjugation. The stem (apart fr. reduplication) remains unchanged. The

personal pronouns, indicating person & number, are prefixed to the stem; cf. p.

XXIV seq. — In the 3rd person sing. & pi., the pronominal prefix is omitted when

the subject is expressed by a noun or absolute pronoun.

For the Tenses prefixes (partly recognised as verbs), and the suffix e or i are used.

The Present {Aorist) shows the bare form of the stem.

The Continuative is distinguished from the Present by its diflPerent tone, and occa-

sionally (esp. in reduplication) by the suffix e if the (final) vowel of the verb is

open, i if it is narrow.
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The Preterite has a high tone, and the suffix e or i; which, when followed by an

object, is omitted and the final vowel doubled. If the verb ends in m, g or w,

the suffix is dropped. The rule concerning the suffix given under *Continuative'

holds good also here.

The Perfect & the Consecutive are formed with prefix a, but have different tones.

The Progressive is formed with the prefix re (orig. de, to he).

The Future I is formed with be (fr. ba, to come).

The Future II is formed with re & be.

The Imperative I has the bare form of the stem.

The Imperative II is formed with the nasal pref.; c/. pp, XIX (Assimilation &c.)&XXVI.
The Negative is formed with the nasal pref. m (= *ma* in other Sudanic languages);

concerning its assimilation to the verb-stem, s. p. XIX.
The Infinitive {Verbal noun) is formed with the prefixes a, », m (n, q) and some-

times with suffix e or i.

Most of the above forms have additional Ingressive {Intentional) forms, made
by the prefix be or k»,

M^ The Passive is supplied by the 3rd person plural of trans, verbs; (also by
certain intr. verbs). E, g. w6hwe no, (*they beat him') he is beaten; (ne ba aySra,

his child has been lost), Gr. § 165.

There is no difference in form between the Indicative and the Conditional or

Subjunctive Mood. The condition or supposition is expressed by separate words
(particles, conjunctions). — Grr. § 85ff. 255,3. 276ff.

Concerning the numerous Combinations of Verbs, see Gr. § 106ff.

4. Adverbs.

Apart from the adv. of manner, there are among the large number of adverbs

which Tshi employs, comparatively few exclusively used as adverbs. The majority

are really nouns, pronouns, adjectives, numerals, or verbal phrases. Most of the

words, especially those denoting place, are used without modifications; whereas

others are used in the reduplicated form. Many nouns are converted into adverbs

by adding the postpositions mu, ano, ase or so. Combinations of various kinds are

often found; e. g. baa-bi, (noun & pron.) *some place* = somewhere; da-bei), (noun &
pron.) *what day' = when? Adjectives denoting a certain quality are added as ad-

verbs of intensity to verbs expressing the same quality; as £ber6 k6o, it is very

red. Descriptive and imitative adverbs (the latter being onomatopoetics) are fre-

quently employed. Adverbs such as often, repeatedly, continually, completely^ are

represented by verbal phrases. Gr. § 118ff.

III. The Parts of Speedi.

1. The Noun.

a) Gender. Tshi has no grammatical gender; natural sex is indicated: (1) by
different words; as obarima, man; obea, woman ;sigyk^ osh^ father; enS, awo, mother;

okunu, husband; oy6re, wife. — (2) by adding nouns meaning man, woman, or

male, female; as oba-barima, son; oba-bea, daughter; akoko-nini, cock; ak6ko-ber6,

hen. — (3) by adding the diminutive suffix wa (orig. ba — oba, child, young) to indi-

cate the feminine ; when joined to a final a, wa is with the latter usually contract-

ed into aa. In dialects, ba & wa are still in use. E. g. ata, atawa (Ak.), male
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twin; ataa, female twin; owiira, o^ira (Ak,), master; awuraa, wuraba (F.), a'^ira-

wa, -ba (Ak,), mistress, Gr. § 41. — On the birth-names Kwadwo, A'dwowa &c.,

see Diet. p. 599, III. — Concerning the pers. pron. », o, c, e, cf, p. XXV.
h) Number. The plural is formed (1) by prefixing a; as oh^ne, pi. ahene,

king; ekiiw, Jieapy pi, akuw; gyata, lion, pi. agyata. — (2) by reduplication

and prefixing a; as etiw, Ittmp, pi. atowat6w. — (3) by prefixing one of the nasals

m, n or i| to the stem; as oba, child, pi. rama (fr. mba); eda, day, pi. nna (fr.

nda). — (4) by suffixing fo {persons) and change of prefix; as afe, comrade, pL
mfsfo. Personal nouns ending in ni substitute fo, besides changing the prefix into

a; as obantonl, mason, pi. abantofo. — (5) by suffixing nom (party of men), fre-

quently without change of prefix, to nouns denoting family relationship, comrade-

ship or other association ; as ena, mother, pi. en^nom. — (6) Some nouns take

suffix wa or ma; as oyar6, sickness, pi. nyarewa; ade(£), pi. nn6wa or nneema. —
/For further details, s. (ix^42ff^

c) Case, The subject (nominative) stands usually before the verb; as Kofi aba,

Kofi has come. The objective (direct obj.) follows its governing verb; as ot're no,

he calls him. If the object is placed first, for emphasis' sake, it stands absolute,

(marked in writing by the comma), or the conjunction 'na' separates it from the

succeeding subject. When two objects are governed by one verb, the indirect

(dative) precedes the direct; as omaa me akutu, he gave me an orange. — The
possessive precedes its governing noun; as oh^ne abag, the king's palace ; yen' dai},

our house. Earely, the possessive and its governing noun are connected by the

pronoun *ne' ; as Ata ne n^, Ata^s mother. — In certain combinations with kwa
(=akoa, slave) the possessive stands after the governing noun ; e. g. Kwatiemo,

slave of (a man called) Atiemo; kwa-safo, ^a person or thing of the com,munity\

i. e. belonging to the whole community. Cf. Diet. p. 599. — The dative is in

most cases expressed by verbs; as he gave him. something: omdi no biribi, or, ode,

biribi maa no, lit. *he took s. th. gave him'; - he showed him a picture: okyerefe

no mfonini, or, ode mf. kyeree no, lit. *he took picture showed him'. — The rela-

tions of the parts of a sentence to each other are expressed also by other verbs or

by postpositions; e, g. ode adare twa dubaa, loith a bill-hook he cuts a branch (lit.

*he takes b. cuts branch'); n'anim [= n'ani mu] before him (prop. *his front part').

For further examples, see p. XXYII, 7. — Identity of subject and predicate is denoted

by the verb ne; as me niia ne Kofi, or, Kofi ne me nua, my brother is Kofi^ or,

K, is my brother.

2. The Pronoun,

%) Personal Pronouns.

(1)
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The Nominat. forms (2) prefixed to the verb sound me, wo &c., before a, e, o,

e, 0, and mi, wu &c., before (full) e & o; i, u; gya, nya, twa, dwa; cf, p. XVI, 3,

In woa, yea, moa, woa, the a is almost not heard in fluent speech ; and the

pron. c is dropped before a (afa instead of eafa).

The form c, e (2) is sometimes used of persons instead of wo^ wo; exceptio-

nally also for 0, o. E. g. wig a ete Firaw (As, : Aders) ho, those dwelling on the

Volta; okyeame no de abebu gko na eka asem, that spokesman speaks only through
proverbs.

Before i, u &c. (see remarks above on Nomin. forms (2)), the poss, pron, (4)

are sounded mi, wu, ni, yeq, mu, wog, but this modification is not followed in

writing.

h) Reflexive Pronouns are formed by adding ho to the objective pronouns;

thus: me ho, wo ho &c., myself dtc; 6do ne ho, he loves himself. — The reflexive

pronouns are used as Reciprocal Pronouns; in which case the compound form, or

only the second part of it, or the verb, is doubled; as wodo wogho-wogho^ or wodo
W0T)h6-h6, or w5dodo wog ho, they love each other. — Demonstrative Pronouns
are oyi, this (person), pi. eyinom, used substantively, — yi, this (thing), pi. yi &
yinom ; no, that^ the^ those, both used adjectively. 'Yi' refers to things near at

hand, 'no' to something farther away, or mentioned and known already. No serves

also as definite article. — The Relative Pronoun is a; it always has a low tone.

Concerning the above pronouns & also the Emphatic and other forms, cf, Gr. § 53 ff.

& the Diet.

3. The Adjective.

The attributive adjective is placed after the noun which it qualifies, as odag

kfes6 no, that (or th^ large house; nnipa pa yi, these good people; but always

before the distinguishing terms ^no' or *yi'. The predicative adj. is (always) joined

to a verb of existence; e.g. dado y^ dei), iron is hard. — The comparative is

expressed by the verbs kyei) & seg, to surpass; as mfonini yi yk H ky^n eno,

this picture is finer than that. — The superlative^ when comparison is made, is

expressed by kysg or seg ., nyinaa; as odaq no s^g adag ny., that house is larger

than all (other) houses; that is the largest house. When no comparison is made,

reduplication, or an adverb, or 'no ara' is used; e.g. akutii didede, an exceedingly

stveet orange; 5ware si, he is very tall; mmofra pii no ara, most children. — Ad-
jectives frequently serve also as adverbs; thus: wogoru fefiefe, they play very nicely.

4. The Numerals.

They are in analogy with nouns. The object counted is placed before the

Cardinals; as obo biako, one stone; nnua du^ ten trees. — The Ordinals are want-

ing. They are supplied (besides personal nouns like those signifying the order of

birth, as Maanii, the 2nd child; A'nag, the fourth child, G-r. § 41) chiefly by verbal

phrases; e. g. odi kag, he or she is the first; uea odi kag, the first (person); nea

edi kag, the first (thing), firstly; odi ho, he or she is the 2nd ; nea edi ho, the

second (thing), secondly; nea otia abieg' or nea oto so abieg', //^e 2?e^ (person). Gr,

§ 76ff. ~ Nyinaa, the word for all, every, whole, is probably a noun meaning
totality; cf. Diet.

5. The Verb.

Rem. The tone of the pronominal prefix varies in the different forms of the

verb, but the pronouns of the 2nd person sing, and pi. are usually high.
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a) The Present Tense (Aorist): 5fa, he takes; obisa, he asks. Negative omf4,

ommisa. - It can denote present, past or future.

b) The Continuative : iso, he is large; okura, okurae, he holds or held; w5s6-

soe, they are large; woyiyei, they are good. Neg, onso, ogkiira. - It indicates

continuance of action ur state, which may be pre8ent, past or future.

c) The Preterite: ofa6, he took (it); obisa^, he asked; ofaa no, he took him;
obisaa no, he asked him; ohm, he saw; ohtiu no, he saw him; esa'g^ no, it infected

him.. Neg. omfa6, ommisa^. - This tense denotes the past.

d) The Perfect: waf^ (fr. oafa), he has taken; wabisa, he has asked, Neg,
wamfa, wammisa. - It expresses action completed in the past, but whose result

or consequences are a condition of the present.

e) The Progressive: 6refa, he is taking; orebisa, he is asking, Neg, 6rem'fa,

orem^raisa. — It denotes action in the progress of performance.

f) The Future I: ibefaj he will take; obeldsa, he will ask, (ob^bisa no, ... him).

Neg. 5mmYa, 6mm^misa. - The prefixes of the 1st pers. sing., *me-b£-*, are contracted

into mc: m£fa, I shall take; m^bisa, / shall ask. This tense indicates a future

action, or an action intended.

g) The Future II or Proximate: orebefa, he tvill take in the near future;

orebebisa, he will ask in the n. f. Neg, 6rem^mefa, irem'mebisa. - It expresses an

action about to take place.

h) The Consecutive: (na) wafa, that he may take; (na wafa no, ... him); na

wabisa (no), ... ask {him). It expresses an action which is consecutive to another

action, as the expected or intended result of it, or as merely following after it.

Neg. wamfa, wammisa.

i) The Imperative I: fa, take (thou)! fa no, take him! bisa (no), ask {him)!

Neg. mfal mmisa! - It expresses a command to the person addressed.

k) The Imperative II : 6mfa, he shall take! wimfa, they ... / ommisa, he shall

ask! w6mmis&, they shall,..! It denotes an action which a person desires to be

done by the subject of the verb.

A Compound Imperative {Permissive, Cohortative) is formed by placing *ma*, to

give, to allow, before the main verb; as ma ra^gko or ma megko, let me go! 5mmfi

woijko, he shall let them go! (., allow them to go!); mommS womfa, you {pi,) shall

let them go! {.. allow them to go!) - The Negative Imperative {Prohibitive) is made

by putting the nasal prefix before the affirmative: mfa, do not take! mtnA m^emmfa.

do not let me take! m'mS wommmisa, do not allow them to ask! - Gr. § 85 ff,

6. The Adverb.
cf. p. xxni, 4.

The following classes may be mentioned; which indicate a) Place: eha, here;

ofie, at home; ase, down{wards) ; w6f^ faho-faho (fr. fa, v,), they sail along the

shore. — b) Time: daa, always; pei), once; dt5-dabi-a, sometimes; ony4 yi, he

(*gets does') does already; oda so d^, he ('lies on sleeps*) sleeps still; osaij yl, he

(^returns does*) does (it) again or repeatedly. — c) Manner, degree, cause: kw4,

for nothing; hunn, teta, without cause; in vain; (nt£m)ntem, {very) quickly; sa,

saa, s££, so, thus; s£, very; ey6 s£, it is very good; ote yiy6, he is well; nokwarem',

truly; gya>rn gjam" (*in fire in fire*, hotly) eagerly; mpa-as6, (*fr. under the bed')

unexpectedly; ohare-wo, swiftly; ode anigye y£6, he ('took joy did*) did it gladly;

OTftrie yi, {inf.) he (^finishes doing') does (it) completely. — Descriptive adv.: 6hw^
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no doo or hkS,^ he looks at him staringly; 6yi n'ad6 basabasa, he does [his] things

in a disorderly manner. — Imitative adv. (onomatopoetics): £hw66 fam' ara bim,

it fell to the ground with a hang; nsu s6 k6(ko), watefn^ drops audibly, Gr. § 123ff.

7. Postpositions.

Tshi has no prepositions ; they are supplied by nouns of place or by verbs.

As these place-names always follow a noun or pronoun (which is in the poss. case),

they are termed ^postpositions'. Examples (giving also the original meaning of the

words) are

:

C80, the upper part; on odag no so, 'the top part of the house': on the house.

ase, lower part, under opoi) ase, 'the lower part of a table* : under a table.

emu, the interior, inside adaka no mii, Hhe inside of the box* : in the box.

cho, the exterior, outside ntama no ho, *the outside of that cloth' : on that cloth,

akyi, the back (part) odai} akyi, *the back of the house* : behind the house.

To express e. g, the prepositions (put) of, by {means of), with, through,

auxiliary (*prepositional') verbs (de, fa, nam) are employed, introducing the instru-

ments, means or material required to complete the action of the main verb. E, g.

ode poma bo6 no, he ('took stick struck hira') struck him with a st,; ode sika yei

kaa, he ('took gold made ring*) made a ring of gold; onam ne ba so ivi no, he

(*walks his son*s upper part calls him') calls him through his son. — Prepositions

denoting rest or action in a place, or motion to a place, are supplied by 'locative*

verbs, together with a noun of place; as 6wo Tutu, he is at T.; ote agua so, he

is sitting on a chair; 6yk adwiima w5 fie; he ('does work is home*) is working at

home; odi n6 gua w5 Aburi, he ('pursues his trade is Ab.') is pursuing his trade

at Ab, (In Akem, the verb *wo* is usually omitted). Abofra yi fi Kyebi, this boy

('comes from') is from Kyebi; obaa ne gky^g, he came ('his side', i. e.) near or to

him; ohuriiw fii bonto no mu t65 pom', he ('sprang came out of the boat's inside

fell sea*s inside*) sprang out of the boat into the sea. Gr, § 106fF. & 115ff.

8. The Coixlunction.

There are only a few primitive conjunctions; the remainder are nouns, pronouns,

or verbal phrases. The following are examples of conjunctions which connect

1. words or parts of sentences: 'ne, ^ne (fr. de, v,)^ and, with; ana(8c), or;

e. g. m6 ne wo bsko, / shall go with you, - 6 . . 6, be it.., or; whether., or.,,

2. co-ordinate sentences: na, and, but; nanso, and also, yet, nevertheless; cno
nti, therefore; €nnk (= eno na), then, after that.

3. subordinate with principal sentences: se, (fr. se, to say), introduces various

sentences; e. g. okae sk obi aba, he said that s. b. has come. It is combined with

verbs; e, g. efisc, because; besi si, kosi ss, till, until.

4. The distinguishing adjectives (demonstr. pron.) no & yi ['when, after, as'],

are used at the end of adverbial sentences; e. g. ibae no, mek56, when he came,

I went away; waba, yi, m£ko, as he has come, I shall go,

5. ax)ka, eventually, then, in that case, introduces an unreal case of condition;

e. g. s£ 6ba a, agka miko, if he should come, I would go. —
6. Interrogative particles: so, cno, asa (at the beginning of sentences); e. g,

so 5rem'ma (kora&)? will he, then, not come {at all)? - (at the end of a sentence);

e. g, 6b^ba ana? will he come {or, sc. not)? Gr, § 138ff.
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9. The Interjection.

The interjections are partly primitives, partly fragments & contractions of

sentences.

They may express

1. a call for attention: Adwo eel — Bt^r' oo, come! K6 60; k6 k\ go! hw^^ hweo-

hw^o, halloo! loolz there! agoo, look out!

2. approval & pleasure: e, ye, wi^, os^mpa!

3. surprise; tio, ei, hoo, yeel

4. displeasure, disapproval, annoyance: a, 6, ao, kosel

5. pain & grief: ai^ agy'g, mer^wii (60)

I

6. contempt: ha, tweal fee! (a challenge to fight).

7. affirmation & negation, consent & denial: yiw\ wii, ^e, eheg, yes! ampa,

wom^moa, indeed! yoti are right! - dabi, (prop, 'never') no! dabida, no^ never!

q'goo, no!

8. sympathy, condolence: kose! due! hy^dei) 1

9. congratulation: mo, mo mo! woay(^) adel

10. apology, respect, politeness: m6pa wo kyew, w6 kyew ni, I heg your pardon!
- S£b6(w), S£b666, tafarakysl

11. greeting: akwaba, abooo (aba 66), welcome! - on the way: ahyia! reply:

ahyiahyia! - at a meal or work: kitam', ^lay hold of it!' reply: mifua no, ^I

hold it!' - before entering a honse: agoo (— is anybody there?), reply: amSS

{= come in!) - in the morning &c. : makye, good morning! mahd, good day!

madwo, good evening! at parting in the night: nnopa, nnop'oo (I wish you)

good sleep! reply: da yiy^, sleep ivcll! Gr. § 143ff.
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5. There exist mauj words which are spelled alike and have the same tones, but

have different significations; hence, the latter can only be inferred from the context.

6. The forms & tones of the verbs given as 'leading words' in the Diet., are

those of the 3rd pers, sing. Present or Continuative without a pronominal prefix;

e.g. boa = (o)boa, Pres.; boa = (5) boa, Cont; t6 = (6)t6, Pres. & (6)t6, Cont.



Preface to Second Edition.

The first edition of the present work — commonly called 'The Tshi Dic-

tionary' — published in 1881, has for a number of years been out of print. As
the book was much in demand by both Europeans and educated natives^ it was
decided that a new edition should be issued. Unfortunately, financial difficulties,

the uncertainty concerning a new script, and an accident which befell the editor,

delayed its appearance.

The Dictionary is based on the Akuapem dialect, which was reduced to

writing about 1838, and became afterwards the literary form.

He concludes with the wish that also the New Edition may prove a means

for a thorough acquisition and understanding of the Tshi language.

Basel, June 1933.

J. Schweizer.


